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The s ingle self-winding movement of the Code 11.59 is  able to power 40 functions . Image credit: Audemars  Piguet

 
By LUXURY DAILY NEWS SERVICE

Swiss watch manufacturer Audemars Piguet is announcing the release of its  first ultra-complicated, self-winding
wristwatch.

A tribute to the 1899 L'Universelle pocket watch takes the form of a new Code 11.59 by Audemars Piguet Universelle
model. Inside, a single self-winding movement powers 40 functions and arrives exclusively in a 42mm case.

Transforming timepieces
The latest Code 11.59 Universelle is the result of seven years of dedication shared among designers, engineers and
masters of the craft.

Of the timepiece's 23 complications, one is its  Grande Sonnerie Supersonnerie, which for the first time features an
open case back, split-second flyback chronograph, flying tourbillon, minute repeater and perpetual calendar.

Proudly introducing the Code 11.59 by Audemars Piguet Universelle, our very first ultra-
complicated selfwinding wristwatch (RD4) designed with ergonomics and contemporary usage
in mind.

Learn More on https://t.co/QnUlOuUArk#Code1159 by #AudemarsPiguet
pic.twitter.com/VMOWNDbWzU

Audemars Piguet (@AudemarsPiguet) February 3, 2023

This perpetual calendar, which offers corrections to the semi-Gregorian model, makes claim to time travel, lasting
until the year 2400, according to the brand.

The piece also offers new, more realistic depictions of lunar cycles. A pair of concentric discs show six different
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moon phases, allowing the watch to present ten videos that more accurately correspond to the junctures between
New Moon and Full Moon.

The watch also boasts a "supercrown," allowing for correction of the month both forward and backward, while
automatically returning to a neutral position.

Thanks to its flyback mechanism, the piece is able to restart without stopping first. Meanwhile, its  split-seconds hand
measure time intervals intermediately.

Available upon request, pricing information for the "RD#4" model can be pursued by setting an appointment with
Audemars Piguet, per the brand's site.

The watchmaker recently celebrated another milestone, this time for one of its  most enduring editions.

In December of 2022, Audemars Piguet released its "Greetings from Le Brassus" campaign to celebrate the 50
anniversary of its  Royal Oak watch (see story).
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